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AYURVEDIC MATERIAL IN A. P. O.M. l. & R. INSTITUTE
HYDERABAD

B. RAMA RAO*"

ABSTRACT

A manuscript library was opened by the Government of Andhra

Pradesh few years back with the name Andhra Pradesh Oriental

Manuscripts library and Research Institute and efforts, are going on

to develop it by acquiring 1110reand more manuscripts Iying'scattered

at different places in the State. A study showed that library has

36 manuscripts dealing withthesubject of Ayurveda. Many of them

are popular works .and printed already. The works of Gelavangala

Mangalagiri Suri appear to be unknown to the Ayurvedic field tilt now

and require detailed examination and study which may prove valuable
for the history of Avurveda. Works by Tata Suryanarayana and

Mudumba Saranqacharvulu also appear to bet very useful new works.

In Andhra Pradesh and particularlv in Telangana area the survey for
manuscripts has not been done thoroughly. During the middle part of
this century, few scholars toured important places and collected some
manuscripts. Many villages and several families of scholars, physicians and
experts in other sciences like Astrology etc remained untouched and the
treasure of literature preserved with these families has been lost. lhad
the occasion to visit several families of hereditary physicians to.collect
their family history and also manuscripts. Manyof tham were not pre-
pared to h~~d over the manuscripts to any individual or institution and
they were not in a position to preserve them properly or study them
or copy them. In many cases, t hev descendants' and successors, who
happened to be ignorant of the vaule of the manuscripts, threw them into
wells or tanks when thay were found. effected by worms etc. ,

The opening and development of the Andhra Pradesh Oriental
Manuscripts Library and Relearch Institute by the Government of Andhra

. Pradesh is a laudable step.' Efforts are .going on from the beginning of
the starting of the Institute to develop .it by acquisition of more and more

• ' "I:i ~ :::
manuscripts.'

Since I have been devoting rnvselfto the collection of information of
Ayurvedic manuscripts and to the study of available valuable manuscripts as
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one of my activites. I visited the Institute in its early days. The number
of Ayurvedic manuscripts then was negligible. Recently I visited the
Library of the Institute and have made a survey of Ayurvedic manuscripts.
There are number of valuable manuscripts requiring study and research.

After going through the list of manuscripts which are still to be
classified, I found the following Ayurvedic manuscripts.

1.
2.

TITLE
Bhesaja Kalapasthana
Kalpasthana

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Bhesajakalpasthana
Hasapradipika
Bhesajakalpa (2 copies)
Bhesajakalpa
Astanqahrdava

8. Sutrasthana

9.
10.
11.
12.

Sutrasthana
Sarlrasthana
Sarir arn
Vaidya Vijfianasanqraha

or
Vidvadvaidvarafijani
Lolimbarajiva
Vaidvam-nadi
Vaidyam - (6 copies)
Abhidhanaratnarnala - (2 copies)
Sadrasaniqhan t u
Basavara jivam (5 copies)
Vaidvacintarnani (5 copies)
Ausadhavoqaratnakara
Ausadhavcqaratnakara (2 copies)
Ausadhavoqamaharatnakara
Ausadhavoqarnaharatnavali
Dravyamuktavali
Ast anqaniqhant u
Hascparasaniqhant u
Hasavaisesikam
Hasasutrarn

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

AUTHORjCOMM
Bharadvaja
With .Sarvanqasanjivani comm.
by Gelavanqala Mangalagiri Suri
Bharadvaja
Bharadvaja

Gelavanqala Manqalaqirisiiri
Sarvanqasundari commentary
by Arunadatta
Safijivani comm. by Gslavanqala
Mangalagirisii.ri

Comm. by Tata Survanaravana

Comm. by Tata Survanaravana
Cornrn. by Tata Survanaravana

Basavaraja

only Uttarakhanda

Gelavanqala Manqalaqiri Sur]
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29. Dravvaratnakara (2 copies)
30. Dhanvantariniqhant u
31. Dravvaratnavaf
32. Dravvaqunaratanvali
33. Prasanqaratnavali
34. Cikitsasarasanqraha
35. Dravvaniscava Sarasanqraha
36. Asranqahrdava Sarnhita Bahata

Out of these manuscripts several manuscripts are already published
and have been very popular among the hereditary medical practitioners of
Andhra region. An important jewel among this treasure appears to be
the collection of the works of Gelavanqala Manqalaqirisurin,

During my survey of manuscripts spread over two decades, I have
not come across any book by the author named Gelavanqala Mangalagiri
Surin, who appears to be a commentator on A~tangahrdaya. This adds
one more name to the already big list of commentators of Astanqahrdava.
During my earlier visit to this Institute, I noticed the name of Mangalagiri
Surin as the commentator of the first chapter of Rasapradipika attributed
to Bharadvaja*. Now some more copies of the commentary of Gelavan-
gala Manqalaqiri Surin have come to light in this Institute.

Manqalaqiri Surin appears to be an erudite scholar as well as a well
known and popular physician. In the colophon he mentions himself as the
best in the family of Gelavanqalas. He is well versed in rasa, surgery, herbs,
mantra, tantra etc. He belonged to '\treyagotra and was the son of
.Jaqannatha.

On looking into one manuscript of Gelavanqala Manqalaqin Surin the
following chapter headings are found and they give an idea of the subject
dealt with.

The name of the work is Sutrasthana

Chapter I

Chapter II

Chapter III

Chapter IV

Chapter V

.\ yu rveda Sutrasthiina

Rasasrrtrabhidhanarn
Sankhvasankhvevasutram
.\ rogyasli tram

Tridosasutrarn

* See Bulletin 01 Indian Institute of History of Medicine, Vol. V, No.3, July, 1975, pp. 123-124.
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Chapter VI
Chapter VII
Chapter VIII
Chapter IX

Dharnanisutr arn
Visaprativisasutr arn
Ysntrasutrarn
.\suracikitsasiHram

This is a significant contribution to Ayurveda and a detailed study of
all the manuscripts attributed to him may add more information to the
field of history of Ayurveda. A detailed article on his complete work is
proposed to be published in the next Bulletin.

Another work unknown to me till now is Bhe<;aja Kalpasthanam
attributed to Bharadvaja, Rasapradipika is also a work attributed to
Bharadvaja, who is a well known figure of .\yurveda. The availability of
3 manuscripts of the same author is significant.

Cikitsasarasanqraha in 237 leaves appears to be a fairly comprehensive
work in Sanskrit with Telugu commentary.

Tata Siiryanarayalfa is another name, though of recent date. His
commentary on the famous and popular work of Lolirnbaraja and also his
work entitled 'Vaidvavijnanasanqraha' are worth studying.

Four copies of Ausadhavoqaratnakara are found in this library. The
author belongs to the family of Mu<;lumbaand is known as Sarangacar-
yulu. This appears to be a book of collection of prescriptions very useful
for practitioners. Similarly six manuscripts are titled as Vaidyam and
probably contain notes and prescriptions by and intended for medical
practitioners.
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